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     CA125 is a  common  antigen  of  coelomic  cavity-derived  tissues,  and  elevation  of
serum  CA125 levels  is seen  in the  patients  with  abnormalities  of  these  t±ssues.  CA130 is
an  epitope  that  exists  on  the  different site  from that  of  CA125 on  the  same  glyeoprotein
molecule,  and  CA130  Zevels  correlate  well  wtth  CA125  levels  in  the  serum  sarnples.
Recently, however, we  encountered  five women  with  elevated  serurn  CA125  levels without

increase of  serum  CA!30 levels. All the  patients  failed  to  find pathological  foci of

CA125-production.  Immunohtstochernistry of  CA125 and  CA130 showed  both CA125 and  CA130 to

be present in  normal  ovartan  surface.  Analysis  of  the  molecules  of  CA125 and  CA130 in
the  patients' sera  by Sephacryl  S-300 column  revealed  that  CA125 was  found in the  void

volume  (>1,OOO,OOO molecular  weight,  MW), whereas  CA130 in the  fractton  of  MW 200,Ooo. In
the  sera  of  control  women,  however, both  CA125 and  CA130 were  present  in  the  void  volume.

These results  suggest  that  the  glycopretein  expressing  both  CA125 and  CA.130 consists  of
tvo  k±nds  of  subunits;  one  having more  than  two  epitopes  of  CA125 and  the  others  havtng
ene  ep ±tope  of  CA130, and  that  these  subunits  may  dissociate  in  the  sera  of  these
patients.  Unusual  structure  of  the  glycoprotein  melecule  may  faci!iate the  release  of

CA125  from the  tissue  into  the  blood  stream.

dissociation  between  serum  CA125  and  CA130
mechanism  of  CA125  into  the  blood  stream.
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293 Relationship  between  immunohistochemical  detection  of  P-glyco-

protein  and  effect  of  chemotherapy  in  ovarian  carcinoma.  :El-.-bta.!tEuslad ,
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     Immunoreactive  P-glycoprotein(P-GP)  was  analysed  on  52  ovarian

carcinomas  {pre-chernotherapy(CTX)  cases)  and  18  post-CTX  cases.  Positive
ratio  of  P-GP  was  42.7X  (24152)  in  pre-CTX  cases.  In  18  post-CTX  cases,

the  ratio  was  increased  Irom  44.4g  (8118,  pre-CTX)  to  61.lg  (11118,
post-CTX}.  Before  chemotherapy,  the  immunoreactivity  of  P-GP  was

observed  diffusely  on  cytoplasm  with  fairly  weak  inten$ity.  After
¢ hemotherapy,  carcinoma  cells  showed  inc=eased  positive  reaction  at

plasma  rnembrane.  All  8 cases  showing  pre-operativelly  positive  P-GP  died
from  progressive  disease.  In  10  cases  showing  pre-operatSvelly  negative

P-GP,  7 cases  represented  chemotherapeutic  response  and  4 cases  are

servived.  In  conclusion,  analysis  of  immunoreactive  P-GP  on  ovarian

carcinoma  might  be  useful  for  evaluation  of  effectiveness  of

chemotherapy.  {Supported  in  part  by  the  grant  of  Ministry  of  Education,

Science  and  Culture,  Japan  (No.02771070).)
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     TGForIEGF  receptor  autocrine  mechanism  is  expressed  in  many  kinds  of

cancers.  But  its  b ±ological  significances  en  cancer  growth  still  remain

to  be  clar ±fied.  We  critically  assessed  the  roles  of  TGFcr/EGF  receptor

autocrine  mechanism  on  the  growth  of  an  ovarian  caneer  cell-line,

designated  SHIN  3. Northern  blotting  revealed  the  expression  Qf  EGF
receptor  and  TGFor  but  not  EGF  mRNA,  and  TGFa  and  EGF  receptor  but  not  EGF

prote ±ns  were  present  on  the  cell.  A class  of  high  affinity  EGF  receptor

was  abundantly  expressed  on  the  ceU  by  
i25-EGF

 binding  studies.  we,
next,  assessed  the  biological  significance  of  this  mechanism  on  the  cell

growth  in serum  free  monolayer  cultures.  Although  TGFor  added  to  the

medium  did  not  enhance  cell  growth,  TGFor  and  EGE  recepter  but  not  EGF
monoclonal  antibodies  s ±gnificantly  inhibited  eeU  growth.  These  iind ±ngs

suggested  the  crucial  role  of  TGFor/EGF  receptor  autocrine  growth
mechanism  ±n  this  aell-line.


